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Abstract 
The researching aim of this paper is to explain the extended three-tier architecture system. It analyzes the differences 
of the three-tier architecture and extends three-tier architecture and explains its design process. Using the Web disk as 
the example, this paper discusses the functions of the data model, data factories, data layer, business layer and 
expands their development process, and finally analyzes the advantages of extended three-tier architecture. 
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1. Introduction
Among the design of software architecture, there are two common categories. One is Microsoft’s three-
tier framework, and the other is introduced by Xerox called the MVC model. Each structure has its own 
advantages and disadvantages, here we mainly discuss Microsoft three-tier framework. 
2. Extended three-tier framework
The so-called three-tier framework is different from other kind of framework. There is one more tier
called component tier between the client and database [1]. So the framework is divided into layer, 
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business layers and layers of data. The expanded three-tier architecture is on the basis of data factory 
increased and the entity model (See Fig 1). It improves the flexibility of three-tiered architecture, 
scalability, and reusability. Here we will discuss the importance and usage of each tier in the aspect of the 
Web disk development. 
Fig. 1. Three-tier map 
3. Web Disk Design 
According to the design ideas of the expand three-tier architecture, the steps of software design can be 
divided into data model, data factories, data layer, business layer and the presentation layer.  The starting 
point of the Web disk systems design is the development of data model, which is based on VS 2008 and 
SQL Server2005 environment. 
3.1. Data Model 
 The function of the Data model is to standardize the data objects and to be up to a mandatory standard, 
all the other tiers must comply with the standards of other layers to reduce the impact of low-level 
changes on the top [2]. There are four main models, student class, teacher class, file class and category 
folder. Although they have common properties and methods, they still have their own characteristics, so 
they all inherited from interface IUser, part of the design diagram is as Fig 2. 
Fig. 2. Design diagram 
3.2. DALFactory 
DALFactory, its main function is to make a project to support Access 2000, SQL Server, Oracle and 
other databases. It has a switch which can control database connection. All are implemented by RTTI 
mechanism. The key technologies are as follows:  
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1) Factory Method 
This method is used to extract variable "Dalassembly" and "Dalnamespace" from Web.Config file, the 
former is Access, SQL or Oracle and other data files corresponding to the class name; the latter 
determines the corresponding namespace. Fig. 3 shows the main code. 
}
Fig. 3. Main Code of  Factory Method  
2) CreateUserDAO() method 
This method is based on Factory method which can get the class name and namespace and create the 
appropriate object. One of IUserDAO is to create an interface classes, unifies various data files with the 
same interface in business layer, thus provide a unified interface. IUserDAO can make the project 
development conveniently and efficiently, and improve supportive function for the upper data layer. The 
code is as follows: 
Fig. 4. CreateUserDAO method 
3.3. DAL 
Data layer only implements the data stored and read. Data access can access the database system, 
binary files, text documents or XML documents [3]. It can directly connect database or data files and 
implements the corresponding operation. In the three-tier system, for a solution case, the relational data 
storage module must go through this layer, which looks like a "highway", the other layers looks like a car 
loaded with goods traveling on the highway back and forth. 
 In the design process of the web disk, the main function of this layer is to make the connection 
between program and SQL SERVER 2005, and read, writes and query data from SQL SERVER 2005, the 
class is named SqlHelper. The key technology is to connect the database and transfer parameters. 
1) Database connection 
For a solution or project, database connection has much consistency in server IP, username, password, 
and data files, the connection data object is all the same. In the Web.Config file, we add configuration 
parameters: ConStr, its value is a connection string. In the SqlHelper class, the value of ConStr is read 
from the Web.Config file, and then creates a database connection. 
Fig.5 shows Web.Config code. 
In the SqlHelper class we can get connection string values, it is as Fig 6. 
2) Parameters transfer 
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In SqlHelper class, we realize the database of all operations, but in the database maintenance and query 
the process, the transferred list of parameters (parameter number and type) are not the same. In this case 
we create the dynamic parameter list, and by this way we can get the parameter type and the parameter 
value. 
Fig. 5. Code in Web.Config 
Fig. 6. Get connection string code
PrepareCommand () method get argument list, the key code is as follows: 
Fig. 7. PrepareCommand method 
In Fig. 7, cParms is defined as the argument list; the Direction attributes decide the argument’s transfer 
direction. It has two types, one is InputOutPut type, its argument’s attribution exerts bidirection, which 
means argument’s value can be input and output as well; the other one is Input type, its argument’s 
attribution exerts unidirectional, which means argument’s value can only be input.  
Foreach’s statement searches each element of cmdParms’s array, and adds to the SqlCommand 
instance’s CMD. 
3.4. BLL 
The function of this layer is mainly to complete logic [4]. In Web disk design, there are two main 
operating functions, one is the folder and file operating functions, the other is the user management 
functions. Main techniques are as follows: 
 Folder and file operations include create, modify, delete, upload and download functions. We are 
mainly using two different classes here.  One is Directory class and the other is FileInfo class, which 
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encapsulates the corresponding operation method for the folders and files. When we delete folders, we 
should pay attention to traverse the whole folders, and delete child folders by using the recursion 
algorithm. This operation and algorithms have been discussed in several articles, details are omitted here. 
User management data files received by DALFactory class, call the appropriate method to achieve 
DAL layer operations on the data file, the key code is as follows: 
Fig. 8. UserLogin method 
If the user login, then call the UserLogin dal to detect whether a legitimate user or not, the code is as 
follows: 
Fig. 9. UserLogin method 
3.5. UI 
The presentation layer obtains data from the web page. After the data validation, we finish the 
corresponding operation by calling business layer’s method, on the other hand through business layer we 
obtain data from the server and display on web pages. Here no longer for the details. 
4. Summaries 
Through examples, we will find that the extended three-tier architecture reduced the dependencies 
between layer and layer. It is helpful for the logic of each layer to reuse and standardize, and at the same 
time, the relationship of each layer become extensible, highly safe, and structure clear. But it also reduces 
the performance of the system, raises the modification of cascade and increases the code and workload. 
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